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Philippe Parreno
Palais de Tokyo, Paris
The first artist to take over the entire Palais
de Tokyo since its major expansion in
2012, Philippe Parreno fills the tri-level
exhibition space with a dazzling array
of new and celebrated works, including
notable collaborative projects with artists
Douglas Gordon, Pierre Huyghe and Tino
Sehgal. The most integral collaboration,
however, is not with one of Parreno’s
contemporaries, but with 20th-century
composer Igor Stravinsky. Featuring
various interpretations of Stravinsky’s
1911 masterpiece Petrushka, Parreno’s
exhibition also evokes the ballet’s title
character — a puppet come to life. Treating
“Anywhere, Anywhere Out of the World”
as an automatized gesamtkunstwerk,
Parreno has customized the Palais de
Tokyo’s architecture and infrastructure
so that the entire building appears to
pulsate, breathe and even weep.
Upon entering the exhibition, the
viewer is immediately aware of its rhythmic
heartbeat. 56 Flickering Lights (2013) —
fifty-six frosted-glass sconces that twinkle
in accordance with the musical structure of
Petrushka — begins in the lobby and bathes
the galleries, hallways and staircases in a
fluttering greenish glow. Complementing
this visualization of Stravinsky’s
score, four player pianos dispersed
throughout the exhibition perform the
composition, providing a ghostly and
ever-shifting ambient soundtrack.
Theatrical, room-filling installations
like Fade to Black (2013) — large-scale
phosphorescent silkscreens whose imagery
appear only during periodic blackouts
— and Danny La Rue (2013) — sixteen
suspended marquees whose flashing and
buzzing light bulbs perform a synesthetic
interpretation of the movements of
Petrushka, are controlled out of a garagelike chamber on the exhibition’s lower
level. Visible through a large window, an
impressive array of blinking monitors, coiled
cables and whirring hard-drives constitute
the computerized lifeblood of the show. The
exhibition’s soul, meanwhile, is embodied by
two haunting female personas. In a chilling
live performance (Sehgal’s Annlee, 2011), a
child actress channels the robotic gestures,
slow-blinking eyes and doleful cadence of

Philippe Parreno, installation view from “Anywhere, Anywhere, Out Of The World,”
Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2013. Photo by Aurélien Mole

Annlee — a copyrighted manga character
purchased by Parreno and Huyghe in 1999.
Showcasing an even eerier impersonation,
Parreno’s video Marilyn (2012), conjures
Marilyn Monroe’s spirit using a
computerized simulation of her voice and a
robot designed to mimic her handwriting.
by mara hoberman

Jim Shaw
Chalet Society, Paris
After collecting more than four hundred
thrift-store canvases by Sunday painters,
drawing his dreams for more than ten
years and inventing a religion that
recycles various crypto-sectarian American
beliefs (“O-ism”), Jim Shaw now presents
his archives. “The Hidden World” is a
dizzying profusion of objects, documents
and mass-produced “educational”
propaganda that has influenced his art.
Shaw is a self-described “visual addict”
who has been collecting the vernacular
detritus of American culture — amateur
artworks unearthed in bric-à-brac stores,
comics, rock music, B movies — since he
was a teenager. As a collective cultural
history, the source material is both

surprising and intriguing: iconic symbols
of American culture, biblical references,
Hollywood imagery, political and media
personalities, depictions of consumerism.
Disparate stylistic treatments mix a wide
range of visual languages. We are invited
to dive into an overflowing world of
paintings, sculptures, brochures, t-shirts,
books, CDs and educational illustrations:
a schizoid vision of America, somewhere
between dream and nightmare.
Shaw is a keen observer of the
imagery of religious communities and
the highly idiosyncratic people that
produce it. At the Chalet Society he shares
evidence of sects, secret societies, farfetched orders, fraternities, evangelical
movements, Christian fundamentalists,
New Age spiritualists, scientologists,
Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Masonic
followers, conspirators and extreme
conservatives from the John Birch
Society. Evangelical tracts, educational
books and encyclopedias for children
and even Dr. Frank Netter’s famous
medical illustrations are included among
documents and objects that “merely scratch
the surface of what has been produced in
the attempts of born-again Christians to
convert sinners, or provide wholesome
alternatives to secular temptations.”
The artist is especially happy to point
out highlights from his collection: a set of
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eschatological impressions from the late
’30s; a Christian comic, There is a New World
Coming, which is “a kind of psychedelic
trip with bell-bottomed teens floating
through the Book of Revelations;” and The
Bethel Series, which is an “odd amalgam of
Christian allegorical surrealism and ’50s
illustration style, used as Bible study guides
for youth groups.”
by timothée chaillou

Than Hussein
Clark
Mathew, Berlin
Than Hussein Clark’s recent show at
Mathew Gallery should be remembered
by its opening scene. Visitors gather
before the gallery windows and peek
inside. There, on a pastel-colored rug,
three tenors, various musicians and three
actors — including the artist — perform
an hour-long opera that was commissioned
for the evening. Propped up behind
them is a brass-gilded door with mirrored
valves that evokes a Belle Époque salon.
The room is furnished with sideboards
holding abstract glass ornaments, and a
fragile metal arm stretches out to the center
of the gallery and creates a focal point
through what appears to be the frame of
a ceramic plate, whose pitted center leads
the eye toward the middle of the room.
There is a kind of joyfulness in this
sensual overload of signs and senses, adding
to the visceral impact of well-crafted
materials and a dazzling mixture of styles
laden with metaphor and reference. The
carpet’s intricate texture is a blend of wool
with golden silk; the ornaments refer to the
tragic deaths of two architects involved in
the design of the Viennese Opera House,
meant to commemorate the premier of
Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Cut up ceramics
and a display of leporello prints turn out
to be the outcome of the artist’s staged
dispute with the British ceramicist Edmund
de Waal and his family history regarding
a surviving collection of Japanese Netsuke
figures. Clark, maybe in Oedipal defiance,
deconstructs de Waal’s pricy works of art
and appropriates them in lieu of his own
biographical narrative that is referenced
by a portrait of his mother in front of an
inherited collection of figurines.

V.T. Houteff, The Great Image, 1944. Courtesy of Jim Shaw Collection
Than Hussein Clark, Commendatore Three: A creder a quel cor, Dal mio perigio, 2013
Courtesy of Mathew, Berlin

All the works were commissioned by
hand-selected artisans across Europe, for
which the artist traveled to workshops in
remote areas of Scotland and Rumania. The
process of weaving complicated connections
between distant narratives, genealogies,
styles and luxury crafts best describes Clark’s
working method and connects it to the trade
networks of the legendary banking family
who lend their name to the exhibition:
“Waves – Das Glueckliche Rothschild.”
by nina franz

B. Wurtz
Gregor Podnar, Berlin
Opening the door to Galerija Gregor Podnar
and seeing a multifarious array of colorful,
delicate and disarming works by American
artist B. Wurtz (1948) feels like opening up
a box of luxurious sweets you forgot were
in the house. It is hard to imagine that this
exhibition of sculptures and wall works is
Wurtz’s first solo show in Berlin.
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